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Graphical representation of the supply and billing chain as it 
is realized in the BigTangle. 



  

Implementation of a process chain in health care

A new blockchain generation will manage healthcare systems in the future

A number of studies from recent years clearly show that blockchain technology has an 
outstanding position in addressing and managing the problems of all healthcare systems around 
the world.
Experts from all factions in the process chain of health care systems are drawing up catalogues of 
demands to ensure the sustainability of these systems. However, there are hardly any solutions 
for how this should look in practice. This is where the Blockchain technology comes in, providing 
for the first time an application that actually exists and works in practice. Let us move on to 
examples of how individual links in the system can be organized in the future. 
The blockchain technology focuses on absolute data security as its top priority. This aspect has 
been severely neglected up to the present day and runs through the entire system chain.  Their 
consequences became public many times. 

BigTangle is the new block chain generation.
 
In BigTangle the blockchain technology has been extended by the integration of genealogy in 
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). By using the Big Data technology and its parallelizable 
architecture, BigTangle is the only one that represents the new blockchain generation today. The 
BigTangle is a decentralized cryptocurrency, payment, exchange, supply chain and e-commerce 
platform with the advantages: near-time transactions , infinite scalability, smart contracts, 
permissionless, trustless, decentralized exchange, ease of use, completely feeless and quantum 
security. This will be of great economic importance for the most important applications in the 
future.
In the BigTangle, the data sovereignty of the patient over his health data is realized in absolute 
form (crypto health record) . Of course, this does not exclude the possibility that the individual 
activities on the patient are recorded separately by the actors involved, and this can certainly be 
done on the existing systems.
However, the overall picture remains with the patient in his blockchain wallet and is made 
available by him alone to the individual actors to the extent necessary and subject to his decision, 
insofar as this is necessary for the assessment of a clinical picture. 
The BigTangle therefore already provides a patient record that fulfils exactly these conditions. 
This provides two important factors for broad acceptance among the population - absolute and 
general data security in the overall system and individual data sovereignty for the patient.
Building on this, all players can now handle their processes digitized and automatically  encrypted 
via the BigTangle Blockchain.
The entire process chain is clearly and unalterably documented in the BigTangle Blockchain, from 
the supplier of the active ingredient to the patient, in the interests of drug safety.
The system offers mutual controlling for all players.   
By using the BigTangle Blockchain applications free of charge, considerable savings potential can 
be generated at all levels of the process chain. The following description gives a first impression 
of the operational implementation of the problems described above. 

A new blockchain generation will manage healthcare systems in the future

A number of studies from recent years clearly show that blockchain technology has an 
outstanding position in addressing and managing the problems of all healthcare systems around 
the world.
Experts from all factions in the process chain of health care systems are drawing up catalogues of 
demands to ensure the sustainability of these systems. However, there are hardly any solutions 
for how this should look in practice. This is where the Blockchain technology comes in, providing 
for the first time an application that actually exists and works in practice. Let us move on to 
examples of how individual links in the system can be organized in the future. 
The blockchain technology focuses on absolute data security as its top priority. This aspect has 
been severely neglected up to the present day and runs through the entire system chain.  Their 
consequences became public many times. 



  

Short outline of further applications

Health Insurance
As an example, an insurance company can transfer a tariff token (defined via a Smart Contract) to 
the BigTangle Wallet of its policyholder. He runs his (crypto-) wallet in an already existing app on 
his smartphone. At the physician's office or hospital, the patient can identify himself as an insured 
person by transmitting a public key and the medical file can be opened immediately by the 
attending physician. 

The Patient
The policyholder runs his (crypto-) wallet in an already existing app on his smartphone. At the 
physician's office or hospital, the patient can identify himself as an insured person by transmitting 
a public key and the medical file can be opened immediately by the attending physician. 
Should a prescription become necessary, this can be written as a token to the patient in his 
wallet. The patient can then transfer the prescription to the pharmacy and in return receives the 
medication.

The Pharmacy
The patient can transfer the prescription to the pharmacy and in return receives the medication. 
An automatic settlement with the relevant health insurance company can also be integrated.
Internet pharmacies can generate an additional advantage, because in the case of a prescription 
token, there is no need to physically send the prescription by post. A digital sending of the token 
into the wallet of the Internet pharmacy is sufficient. This could also simultaneously trigger an 
automated dispatch.

The Doctor (Hospital)
At the physician's office or hospital, the patient can identify himself as an insured person by 
transmitting a public key and the medical file will be opened immediately for the attending 
physician and displays it on his screen. An AI-supported database helps the physician with 
diagnosis and medication.
Should a prescription become necessary, this can be written as a token to the patient in his 
wallet. The patient can then transfer the prescription to the pharmacy and in return receives the 
medication.

The Manufactorer
One more example: In an Industry 4.0, an approval token for a product can be allocated in 
tranches by a regulatory authority directly to a production machine. After the number of products 
has been produced according to the allocated tranche, the machine blocks. After allocation of a 
further tranche, the product can continue to be produced. 
Just in time production on the basis of daily incoming stock changes in the pharmacies can also 
be implemented. This leads to high cost savings due to less resource consumption and overaging 
of batches. A reduction in logistics costs can also be achieved.



  

Implementation of a process chain in health care

In this example, the process chain within the BigTangle is 
illustrated using the fictitious vaccine „Corona Immun 20mg“.
The process chain consists of the following chain links:

1. Approval authority
 
2. Manufacturer
 
3. Wholsaler

4. Pharmacy
 
5. Doctor
 
6. Health insurance
 
7. Patient
 

    A token can only be created by the chain link that is 
    considered to be the original.



  

Registration

1   If not already done, then register now on cc.bigtangle.net by
      clicking on the button "Join Now“

 2   Please enter your e-mail address in the field provided on the
       following page. Enter a password or use the secure password that
       is suggested to you. Click on Register to complete the entry.

4   After you have confirmed the link you will be automatically
      returned to cc.bigtangle.net. The activation is displayed. Login
      again and start the setup as described in the following sheets.

3   After clicking on Register the following screen appears. An e-mail
      with a confirmation link will be sent to your e-mail address.



  

 Create your “Domain on BigTangle“

1   After the login the following window opens. By clicking on "Shop" 
      the next window  opens.

2  First set up a new website. Click on "Create". The shop is your new
     website and domain in the BigTangle. 



  

 Create your “Domain on BigTangle“

Drug Regulatory Agency

3   To create a shop, enter a name in "group name". This is also your
       domain name in BigTangle. Here we assign the group name
      "Drug Regulatory Agency". Confirm the entries with "Save". 

4   After clicking on Save the following window opens and with Modify
      you can go back to the shop page.



  

 Create your “Domain on BigTangle“

5   The shopside can be individually designed by inserting pictures, graphics or text. To do so,
       you copy images, graphics or text from existing files and paste them into your shopside. You
       can also edit text directly. With Save the input is completed. Below the button "Save" the
       email of the currently logged in authorized person is displayed. If you want to give access to
       other authorized persons, please enter their email here and click on "Add" to complete the
       process or link an existing website to the BigTangle.



  

 Create your “Domain on BigTangle“

 6   After „Save“ a new window opens and after clicking the button
      "Publish" the shop goes "Live". The website or shop is now
       implemented in the BigTangle. This can be recognized by the
       token. With this token you are identified clearly and not
       manipulable for all businesses and users on the BigTangle. You
       have to authenticate this by clicking on the Publish button on this
       page again.

 7   For confirmation you will receive this message from the system:



  

Create a product

This window lists all the products you have in your shop. 
Since only the first product is created now, no products are 
listed yet. Click again on Create and the adjacent window will 
open:

1   After the shop is opened, products can be created. Click on the
       register Product and the following window will open:



  

Create a product

 2  The information must be entered in the appropriate boxes. It is
      important to enter an adequate shipping method for "Shipping"
      and a billing account in the field "Receiving Account Pup
      Address". By clicking on it a separate window opens. Pictures can
      also be inserted. The fields Product Class, Picture, Headline,
      Summary and Description are optional. Under Description, for
      example, a comprehensive documentation can be published. Copy
      or type in the relevant text. The input is completed with Save.



  

Create a product

3   In the following window the creation of the product is confirmed
       again:

 4   The created product token must still be published as follows for
       complete system integration: The product token is required for
       this. The product token is found via the "Token Search" tab and
       then in the window  by "Search" (it is not absolutely necessary to
       enter the token you are looking for).

5   In the following window all products assigned to the shop are
       listed. The newly created product is integrated into the BigTangle
       system by clicking "Publish". If the product should be modified or
       deleted (also later), the corresponding buttons have to be clicked.



  

Create a product image

1   Via the tab "Media" an image (optional) can be created. To use an
      image when creating a product, it must be saved in a file on your
      own PC and placed in the media box. To add a new image click on
    "Create". Assign a title for the image (optional), then "Browse" and
     select the desired image file from the corresponding file on your
     own computer and then "Upload". 

 2    The image is uploaded and displayed as follows:



  

Create a product image

3   Now the image can be integrated on the product page. To do this
      click Product - Modify. Click on Selected in the following window.
      The media box with the uploaded images opens. Select the desired
      image and add it to the product page with Add.

Media Box



  

In order to provide a complete overview of a pharmaceutical process chain on the BigTangle, the 
following shows how the shops and product token can look like (the installation is always done 
as described above). The following transaction chain shows how the value balance between 
these process participants in the BigTangle is achieved without the involvement of cost-intensive 
intermediaries and without loss of time. The process chain can be of any length. For example, 
each registration office can be part of the process chain for pharmacists, doctors or health 
insurance companies. But also suppliers of pharmaceutical substances, importers and exporters 
can be integrated into the process chain. The process is always the same. 

The Manufacturer

The Shop The Product-Token

The Wholesaler

The Shop No product token because no original
 producer. But range of goods in the 

shop. 



  

The Pharmacy

The Shop

The Doctor 

The Shop

No product token because no original 
producer. But range of goods in the 

shop.

The Product Token



  

The Health Insurance

The Shop

The Patient 

The Product Token

The Shop



  

Transactions

1  Open your account and first check your holdings via the "Balance"
     tab.

1

2  The Balance window contains all available Products and funds as
     well as your domain "Drug Regulatory Agency". 

3  First, the Drug Regulatory Agency will issue the manufacturer with
     an " License Token" for the production and distribution of the drug
     Corona Immun 20mg. The Drug Regulatory Agency notifies the
     manufacturer of the license. The manufacturer logs into his shop
     and clicks on the "Home" button and searches for the licence token
     from the list and clicks on "Add to cart". 



  

Transactions

 4 In the following window check the order and then click on "Pay". If
       a correction is necessary click on "Back to buy".

5  The final order will then appear in the new window. This order is
      completed and paid by clicking on "Pay".

6   After clicking on Pay the order will be confirmed as follows:

Note: 
 Physical delivery is not necessary in this case, as the license token is
 delivered electronically. The shipping type was created accordingly
 when the product was created.



  

Accounting of Transactions

1    All transaction accounting takes place at the same time. To view
       them click on "Balance". The opened window displays the
       transaction as follows: The license has been booked and 1000
       Euros have been deducted from the original 3000 Euros.

 2   In the account of the counterparty of the Drug Regulatory Agency,
       the granted license was simultaneously booked out and the
       purchase price (fee) of 1000 euros was added.



  

Transactions II

In a further step, the wholesaler orders the drug "Corona Immun 20mg" 
from the manufacturer.  The process is repeated as described before.

1   Use the Balance tab to check the stock. In this case, check
      whether sufficient funds are available for the order. Without this,
      the order will not be executed.

2   Click on Home and select the desired article (here Corona
       Immun 20 mg) and then click Add to Cart.



  

Accounting of Transactions

 3  In the next window you enter the desired number next to Delete,
      here 40 (the system default is 1). If you do not want the selected
      product after all, you can delete it by clicking Delete. With Back to
      buy you can also reorder the order. The total purchase price
      appears under Total Amount. It is important to enter the recipient
      address. Click on shipping address and a window will open where
      you can enter the address. Then start the payment process by
      clicking on Pay. 



  

Transactions II

4  The payment process is confirmed in the following window.

5    Before transactions see no. 1. To track the transactions click on
       Balance. You see 1000 Euro were debited. But the goods have
       not yet been posted. Why do we see in no. 7 and 9.



  

Transactions II

6   The balance of the wholesaler before transaction:

7   The wholesaler checks whether the goods have been paid by
      clicking on Orders in his account and in the opened window on
      Paid. Since the order is displayed here, this is proof that it has
      been paid. Now he can send the goods by clicking on Shipping
      (bottom right of the window)



  

Transactions II

8    Before transactions see no.6. At the moment when the wholesaler
       dispatches the goods, he can click on Balance to see the change
       in stock and receipt of payment. Money plus 1000 Euro and
       inventory minus 40 pieces.

 9   Before transactions see no. 5. After the manufacturer has
       shipped the goods, the wholesaler sees the inventory change in
       his account under Balance again. Money minus 1000 Euro,
       inventory plus 40 pieces.



  

Further links in the process chain

After 2 examples were used to show how to open shops, create products 
and carry out transactions, the rest of the process chain in the healthcare 

sector will be shown in the following.

1    The pharmacy Green Cross Pharmacy orders 5 pieces of Corona
      Immun 20mg at a price of Euro 377,50 from the wholesaler. Below
      the transactions are recorded under Balance:

b e fo re  tra n s a c tio n

5 5 0  E U R @ b ig ta n g le

a fte r  tra n s a c tio n

5   C o ro n a  Im m u n  2 0 m g

1 7 2 .5  E U R @ b ig ta n g le



  

Further links in the process chain

3   The patient acquires a health insurance tariff from his health
       insurance company. The transactions as follows:

1 5 4 .2 5  E U R @ b ig ta n g le

1  H e a lth  ta r if f  1 a

a fte r  tra n s a c t io nb e fo re  tra n s a c tio n



  

Further links in the process chain

4   The health insurance company transfers the health tariff to the
      patient.

247.75 EUR@bigtangle

after transactionbefore transaction



  

Further links in the process chain

5  When the patient visits the doctor and received subsequently a
     prescribtion, the doctor transfers a "prescription token" to the
     patient. After login click on Prescription and follow the description.

After you clicked on Prescription, a 
public key must be entered in the 
window. Then click on Prescription 
again.



  

Further links in the process chain

 6   After clicking on Prescription, a window opens in which the
      patient's public key is copied again. The medication is then entered
      in the large Prescription field. A diagnosis and treatment
      recommendation can also be entered here. This is also the basis
      for a patient file. With Add the process is completed and the
      prescription token is transferred to the patient wallet (No. 7)



  

Further links in the process chain

7   After the doctor has sent the prescription token, it is displayed
     simultaneously in the patient's wallet as follows:



  

Further links in the process chain

8   After the patient has the prescription token in the wallet, he can
     transfer it to the pharmacy of his choice. Log in, Prescription and
     then click on Search. Here he finds his prescription and transfers
     it to the pharmacy as follows:  

The patient receives a public 
key from the pharmacist. Then 
he clicks on Transfer. The 
prescription is now in the wallet 
of the pharmacy. See No. 9.



  

Further links in the process chain

9   The pharmacy finds the prescription token under Balance – 
     Details - Search. If the prescription has to be paid for, this is done  
      like a normal e-commerce business as described before.



  

Basics in the BigTangle

●For each process cycle in the BigTangle there is a process chain of 
any length.

●The actions can be tracked seamlessly.

●The actions are documented in a non-erasable way.

●The actions cannot be manipulated.

●The entire process chain can be 100% secured.

●Each of the process participants can immediately check the 
authorization for the required action.

●In certain special cases, actions of a process participant for which 
he does not have authorization can be automatically disabled.

●The BigTangle is available to everyone free of charge.

●The BigTangle can be used worldwide.

●All existing applications of a user can be integrated into the 
BigTangle.

●Any kind of attack on the BigTangle is hopeless - it is quantum 
safe.


